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ly when very strong princ~ples of 

. . . mere possibilities could  never give rise to any  prediction. I t  is possible, 
, that  an earthquake will destroy tomorrow all the houses 
3th parallels north  and  south (and no other  houses).  Nobo 
e this possibility, but most people would estimate it as exce 

ingly small; and whlle t  e sheer possibility as such  does not give rise to 
any  prediction,  the  estimate  t at it is  exceedingly small may be made the 

e  event  described will not take place ('"in 

P 



Thus the estimate of the measure of a psssibdity- that is, the estimate 
of the ~ r o b a ~ ~ ~ ~ t y  attached to it -has always a predictive  function,  w 
we should hardly an event  upon being told no more than  that 
event is possible. r words, we do not assume that  a possibility as 
such  has  any  ten o realise itself; but we do interpret probability 
measures, or “weights” attributed to the possibility, as measenri 
position, or tendency,  or propensity to realise itself; . . . 

ere is not a large one. 
possible GaSeS is a fu 

Eet us  now ta 







physical hypothesis (or perhaps  a met 
hypothesis s f   ~ ~ w t o n i a n  forces. It  is 

tal a ~ ~ a ~ g e ~ e ~ t  (and  therefore every  state sf  a 
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thesis in contrast  to 

between  the  relative- 
frequency  and  propensity  interpretations.  Indeed, B have  fou 
to  try  to infer  what  formal properties  the p ~ o p e n s ~ ~ y  inte 
supposed to have  from  consideration  of  the  two-slit  experiment. 

e  situation as I see it in three  points. 
Popper says about  the  use of probability in quan- 

tum  mechanics  and  the  way  he  has  used  t ea of propensity to say 
these things  seem  eminently  sensible to me. 

2. I find the  systematic  case  for  the  propensity  ~n~erpretation  ba 

equacy of the  subjective  interpretation 
stand in sharp  contrast,  however,  to 

turn Mechanics a s ' a  Statistical Theory 
* 

the  general  bibliography. H agree  with 
y about q ~ a n t ~ ~  mechanics as a statistic 

lattice.  It is not  the  result  that is so 





eterminism so 
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and so by Fourier  inversion 

As is well known in robability theory  not  every c aracteristic  func- 
tion  determines a pro er probability  distribution,  and  this is the  di 
with (4). (The  expre  sion given  by (4) for  the  joint  density  was first 
proposed by  Wigner [ 19321  and the  derivation just sketched follows 
Moya1 [ f9491 .’) 

ket us now look at a simple ex  harmonic  oscillator in the 

and  the time-indepen ent  wave  equation is 

tion in terms of Hermite polynoarpiahs is familiar 
lowest  energy  state 

U S  

ensity with mean  zero  an  variance u2 = I/2a2 

We  now apply (4) and ( 5 )  to obtain  the  joint 
turn and  position. For c venience of cakulatio 
propagation  vector k = p We have  at  once: 






